• T&TEC hosts procurement Symposium
• Illuminations cross the 400 mark
• A celebration of Emancipation

WATTS HAPPENING

Editiorial
Extreme weather and mental health
They recent passage of Tropical
Storm Karen and the fearful
anticipation it stirred in persons
across Trinidad, particularly
in Greenvale, La Horquetta,
where an active Inter-Tropical
Convergence Zone triggered
extreme floods in October
2018, raises the issue of mental
health and the individual’s
ability to cope with the extreme
weather conditions that seem
to be the new normal. This
concern is strengthened by the
stark images of parts of Abaco,
Bahamas, completely flattened
by Hurricane Dorian, and other
global disasters precipitated
by climate change that also
trigger persons who may not
have even have had such an
experience.

Hurricane Katrina in 2005.

The US Center for Disease
Control acknowledges that
extreme weather impacts
mental health; “following
disasters, mental health
problems increase, both
among people with no history
of mental illness, and those at
risk – a phenomenon known
as “common reactions to
abnormal events.” Reaction can
be short-lived or long term, as
with some people who survived

However, she wrote, “what
makes natural disasters
unique is that they are just
that, natural. This means you
have no control over when
they happen, where they
will go, and what they will
destroy.” Therefore, especially
as it relates to hurricanes and
floods, your span of control is in
preparation. This means putting
together a flood or hurricane
kit, ensuring you take steps to

Elyssa Barbash, Ph.D., writing
for Psychology Today, said
that natural disasters are
psychologically devastating
and are often overlooked as
trauma but they can trigger
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD). In the Bahamas, an
employee of the Bahamas
Power and Light (BPL) company
recounted that the sound of
thunder or threat of rain sent
his 6-year old grandson into
terror, after the experience of
Dorian. Dr. Barbash’s article
confirmed such reactions,
noting that persons with
firsthand experience of a
weather-related trauma feel
shock anger, grief and fear.

physically protect your home
(storm shutters, flood barriers
etc.) and, “psychologically,
if you notice you’re feeling
worried or nervous, implement
deep breathing practices”.
The internet is replete with
medical articles on breath
control exercises to manage
anxiety. If, however, you are
left with increased worry and
fear after an extreme weather
experience, psychotherapy
is a viable option. T&TEC’s
Employee Assistance
Programme is freely available
to employees, just chat with
someone on the employee
benefits desk in the Human
Resources Department.
As the 2019 hurricane season
winds down, stay cognizant of
your reactions to the threat
of extreme weather, prepare,
and take care of your mental
health!
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COVER - A broken electricity
pole in Abaco, Bahamas, tells a
story of the destructive force of
Mother Nature. T&TEC’s disaster
relief efforts came to the fore in
September after Hurricane Dorian,
and at home, after tropical storm
Karen (see pages 3 and 26).

T&TEC responds
after devastating
storms

One of the crews in action clearing trees
from damaged lines in a thicketed area in
Hermitage.

continued on page 26
One of the damaged poles along
Northside Road, Tobago.
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T&TEC suppliers benefit from first
time symposium
T&TEC’s aim to equip all potential suppliers to
participate fully in its tendering process was
borne out in a series of symposia hosted in
August. “We want to encourage suppliers to
tender, but it must be done correctly… we will
help you,” Nasilee Smart, Supplies Manager said
of the idea behind the symposium organised
by her department. Held under the theme,
‘Bridging the Gap,’ the first-time event aimed
at sharing and educating existing and potential
suppliers on the Commission’s tendering process
and answering any concerns that they may
have.
The first session was held on August 14 and
at each event the core message from the
Commission was the importance of following
all tender rules, even those seemingly trivial
ones like not using correction fluid. Referencing
real life examples, the Commission’s senior
officials who are involved in different stages of
the procurement process, repeated advice to
suppliers was to “pay careful attention when
responding to tenders”. Specifically, Curvis
Francois, Acting Chief Operating Officer, said
“quality of goods and services, cost control and
timely delivery are essential components to
a successful tender, the process really begins
with the careful reading of the instructions to
tenders [as] …submissions may be disqualified
due to non-compliance.” It was noted that many
tenders have been rejected because of noncompliance, incorrect or incomplete information
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Supplies Manager, Nasilee Smart, addresses suppliers during
the symposium organised by her department.

or administrative errors. Suppliers were
reassured that it was not the Commission’s
intention to discourage any company from
tendering, rather, that it has an obligation under
law to ensure that all criteria are met by all
bidders. They were also encouraged to utilise
the dedicated tender queries email if they had
any concerns prior to submission.
In response to questions, details were provided
on various aspects of the procurement process,
including the composition of tender evaluation
teams (multi-disciplined with various levels of
authority, including someone who developed the
specifications); the time frame to advise bidders
of the status of their bid (only at the end, when
the winning bidder has signed the contract and
completed all preliminary requirements); the
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validity period for prequalification (permanent
unless the product/ service for which the
company was approved has changed or the
Commission changes its requirements). Ms.
Smart also shared that, internally, some
adjustments have been made to streamline the
process, “especially in anticipation of the Public
Procurement and Disposal of Public Property Act
(PPDPPA) 2015.” She said that, with guidance
from the Office of Procurement Regulation, the
Commission had already begun to get its house
in order, with draft updates to its rules and
processes. She drew attention to the anticipated
requirement to publish a twelve-month annual
procurement plan, penalties for bid rigging
and the “stand still” period for queries after an
award has been made, as noteworthy areas.
The importance of meeting technical
specifications was in part linked to HSE and
quality of service issues, and Chris Belle, Area
Manager - Distribution East and
Chairman of the Pre-qualification
Committee for Suppliers and
Manufacturers noted that as
citizens, suppliers were also
T&TEC customers and “the
quality of your goods will affect
your electricity supply”.
Feedback from the suppliers,
averaging about 60 persons
per session, was that they
were appreciative of the insight
into the tendering process
and grateful for the clarity
of information. The half-day
symposia were held at the

Supplies Officer, Dawn Greenidge, spoke about some of the
recurring errors of suppliers when tendering.

Supplies Warehouse Complex in King Village
and were so popular that they had a waiting list
of suppliers for the other sessions on August 21
and 28.

Ms. Smart (left) and Clerk I – Nsilo John (right), with members of the symposium
organising team (from l-r) Clerk II – Tricia Taitt; Engineering Asst. – Clarissa
Arneaud; Clerk II – Marina Browne; Engineer I – Nafeesa Khan; and Engineer II –
Sandy Chadee.
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T&TEC welcomes new
Parliamentary Secretary
Mr. Adrian Xavier Leonce, Member of Parliament for Laventille
East/Morvant was appointed Parliamentary Secretary in the
Ministry of Public Utilities on August 14, 2019. He will be
assisting the Minister of Public Utilities, Senator the Honourable
Robert Le Hunte, in the execution of his portfolio which
includes T&TEC.

Mr. Leonce holds a BSc (Honours) degree in Mechanical
Engineering from the University of the West Indies and a
MSc degree in Mechanical Engineering (Distinction) from the
University of Manchester, United Kingdom. He is a member of
the Institute of Mechanical Engineers, United Kingdom and the
Association of Professional Engineers of Trinidad and Tobago

Mr. Leonce became the Member of Parliament for Laventille
East/Morvant, under the People’s National Movement, in 2015.

Executive appointments
One newcomer and four senior employees were recently appointed
as Executive Managers of T&TEC.
Emile Baptiste is the new Plant Manager of the Cove Power Station,
effective September 2. He brings many years of experience to his new
position having worked at the Power Generation Company of Trinidad and
Tobago Limited (PowerGen).
Mr. Baptiste holds a BSc in Electrical and Computer Engineering, a BSc in
Mechanical Engineering and a MSc in Engineering Management from the
University of the West Indies.
He replaced Frank Chatee who was recently promoted.
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Frank Chatee was promoted to Manager, Central Distribution Area on
September 9.
An electrical engineer with T&TEC for 36 years, Mr. Chatee was appointed
as an Engineer II after completion of the Engineer-in-Training programme
in 1983. His first posting was at the Tobago Distribution Area. Subsequent
promotions saw him move to the then Protection and Meter Department
and the Eastern Distribution Area.
After several stints as Acting Assistant Area Manager at Distribution East
and South, he was confirmed as Assistant Area Manager in 2006 and was
assigned to the Central Distribution Area. In 2013 he was promoted to
Manager, Public Lighting Department. He was promoted to Manager, Cove
Power Station in 2015.
Mr. Chatee also acted as Operations Manager - Distribution Tobago, on
several occasions.

Attorney Rhonda Cummins is T&TEC’s new Corporate Secretary. Her
appointment took effect from April 8.
Ms. Cummins joined T&TEC in 2013 as a Legal Officer. She was promoted
to Senior Legal Officer in 2016, a position she held until her appointment.
Ms. Cummins holds a Bachelor of Laws degree from the University of
London, a Legal Education Certificate from the Hugh Wooding Law School,
St. Augustine and a BSc in Sociology and Management from the University
of the West Indies. She was previously employed as the Senior Attorney,
Land Settlement Agency, Ministry of Housing and Urban Development from
2009 until 2013.

On August 1, Trevor Babwah was appointed Manager - System Planning
and Research. He holds a BSc in Electrical and Computer Engineering and
a MSc in Energy Systems and is a member of the Board of Engineering of
Trinidad and Tobago.
Mr. Babwah joined T&TEC in 2000 as a Shift Control Engineer in the System
Planning and Control Department. He was promoted in 2009 to Shift
Control Engineer I and in 2011, to Senior Engineer.
Since 2013 Mr. Babwah has acted, intermittently, as Manager, System
Planning and Control, System Control and Generation Interface and System
Planning and Research Departments.
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Yvette Bobb is the new Manager of the Pensions and Investments
Department. Her appointment became effective on August 1. Ms. Bobb
replaced Lisa Sargeant who was transferred laterally and now holds the
position of Chief Accountant.
A member of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, Ms. Bobb
also holds an Executive Masters in Business Administration.
Ms. Bobb joined the Commission in 1987 as a Clerk III in the Accounts
Department. After several promotions she entered the Accountant-inTraining programme in 1998 and, on completion in 2001, was promoted to
Accountant III. In 2004, Ms. Bobb was promoted to Accountant - Financial
Service and in 2006 to Senior Accountant – Finance. She has acted as the
Manager in several Departments, including Human Resources and Pensions
and Investments.

Farewell Mr. Mark

Mr. Mark reacts after being presented with a cake by staff of the
Eastern Distribution Area.

Michela Alexander presents Mr. Mark with a gift of a hand crafted
collage on behalf of Mt. Hope employees.

Chief Technical Officer, Courtenay Mark, proceeded on pre-retirement leave on September 6. During
the course of his career at T&TEC, Mr. Mark held senior positions in every distribution area, so prior
to his departure, he took the time to visit each area to reconnect with his former colleagues and bid
them farewell.
We wish Mr. Mark a happy and healthy retirement, and all success in his future endeavours.
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Employees elect pension
plan representatives
On July 18, approximately
500 employees exercised
their franchise to select the
employees’ representatives
to the T&TEC Pension
Plan Committee. While
this represented only
28 percent of the 2,716
eligible voters, at the close
of voting, Services and
Maintenance Supervisor,
Glen Riley and Electrician
‘A’, Andrew Alfred, both
employed at Head Office, successfully secured

the principal company - T&TEC, of which 3 are

the positions of Committee Man, Monthly-

Board Members, 2 members of Management

Rated and Committee Man – Hourly-Rated,

and 2 employee representatives; 2 from the

respectively. The Alternatives for these positions

participating company - PowerGen and 1 from

were unopposed and remain as Allison Oliver,

the majority union, the OWTU.

Subsection Leader, Transmission Development
and Engineering Services for Monthly - Rated

Yvette Bobb, Manager - Pensions and

and Mikhail Ramnarine, Transport Labourer/

Investments said according to Clause 19, “The

Lorry Loader/Borer/Lift Combination, Northern

Committee shall determine all claims made upon

Distribution Area for Hourly - Rated.

the Fund and shall exercise all such powers
authorities and discretions as are conferred
on them by the Plan and the Rules…” T&TEC’s
Pension assets must be judiciously managed.
With the power to administer the Plan, the
Committee is entrusted with the following:

Glen Riley

Andrew Alfred

1.

Follow the Trust Deed Plan and Rules

2.

Act in good faith, consistently, prudently 		
and impartially

3.

Has a duty to the beneficiaries

4.

Make all investment decisions

What does this mean for the management of
the Pension Plan? The elected employees will

The newly elected Committee Men and

join the other 8 Committee members to manage

Alternates will serve for a two-year term, from

the Pension Plan in accordance with the Trust

August 10, 2019 to August 9, 2021.

Deed Plan and Rules. The composition of the
10-member Committee are: 7 members from
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Fighting for trash free seas

10

For the second year running, the north-eastern

sale. Seeing the fishermen in action drove home

bay of Balandra, Trinidad was the location

just how much their livelihood depended upon

of choice for the T&TEC contingent for the

the preservation of the delicate balance of our

International Coastal Cleanup on September

marine ecosystems, and the importance of

21. The 170-strong group comprised employees

keeping our oceans free of trash. With 1,471

from Mt. Hope, Head Office, Distribution Central

pounds of garbage collected, it is obvious that

and the Supplies Department, joined by their

we are still a far way off from attaining the goal

families and volunteers from the Electrical

of trash free seas. Incredibly, among the 1,066

Association for Women, the Rotaract Club of

pieces of plastic, 1,005 plastic bottles and 976

St. Augustine West and the Dinsley/Tacarigua

plastic bottle caps collected, were a refrigerator,

Police Youth Club.

stroller and strobe light.

Balandra Bay is home to a fishing facility,

This year, volunteers were asked beforehand

and volunteers were seen picking up garbage

to walk with their reusable water bottles and

alongside the fishermen as they returned with

gloves and wear their t-shirts from a previous

their hauls to clean and prepare the fish for

year, to prompt more eco-friendly habits.
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Corporate Communications Manager, Annabelle

The day also coincided with the International

Brasnell said that T&TEC plans to make a

Day of Peace, or Peace Day. To mark

more concerted effort towards this for the next

the occasion, Jennika Joseph, Rotaract’s

coastal cleanup exercise.

International Service Director 2019-2020, led all
participants in a moment of silence for peace.

Wendell Mayers, Head – Regulatory and Compliance and his
family receive final instructions from Kimberly Wallace, Acting
Senior Corporate Communications Assistant.
Jon Mahabir, Acting Corporate Communications Assistant,
presents a volunteer with her token for participating.

This hardworking
youngster needed no help
taking his big load to the
collection point.
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Young siblings cooperate to get the job done.

Before and after the cleanup.

Among the garbage, volunteers retrieve a dead fish – a victim of
humans’ poor trash disposal habits.
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Weighing and tallying the data.
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Be prepared, you are your first
responder
So are you prepared? Here is a reminder of
some further tips to follow:
•

Learn emergency skills (first aid, use of a 		
fire extinguisher).

•

Get your children involved in disaster plans.

•

Prepare a quick-take kit – package snacks, 		
bottled water, medications, important
documents.

•

Know where your utilities are located and

•

Find out how to help your community during

how to shut them off.
HSE’s Michael Modeste makes his presentation on disaster
preparedness to employees of King Village.

‘Disaster preparedness - A T&TEC perspective’
was the title of a presentation by Michael
Modeste, Senior Health, Safety and the

a disaster.
•

Learn your community and work evacuation

•

Keep in mind people who may need special

routes and shelter locations.
preparation (sick, differently abled, babies

Environment (HSE) Co-ordinator, as part of
the HSE Conversation Committee’s ‘2019 HSE
Journey’ on July 25. The session was held at the
Employee Wellness Center for employees from
King Village, but the tips shared by Mr. Modeste
are relevant to all.

and the elderly).
•

Learn what to do if you’re caught away from
home, how to reconnect with family.

•

Prepare for your pets (food, water,
medications).

Urging persons to “do your part to achieve
order in chaos,” he advised that being prepared
was the first step towards helping yourself in
adversities.
Mr. Modeste, who represents T&TEC on a
number of national disaster preparedness
committees, showed the areas of vulnerabilities
- earthquakes, flooding and chemical and oil
releases - in Trinidad and Tobago and explained
the workings of the national emergency
response mechanism, and T&TEC’s disaster
preparedness plans. It is simple to “know what
you have to do and do it,” he encouraged,
listing specific plans:
• Conduct a house hazard evaluation
• Develop an emergency plan and practise it
• Know your shelters and practise gas, fire and
electricity safety.
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Vacation employees recount
their experiences
Forty students who were given the

a double minor in

advantageous opportunity to work at T&TEC

Environmental and

as vacation employees, came to the end of

Medical Physics.

their stints between July 31 and August 30.

Mr. Mayers was

Before their departure, the Watts Happening

able to participate

asked six of them for their feedback, if the

in the response

experience met their expectations and if it

to a damaged

helped with their academic and professional

appliance report

development. Opinions varied about as much as

and was able to

their academic backgrounds, however, all were

learn the basics of

grateful for the chance to work with a popular

the different parts

employer, based on the over 120 applications

of the overhead line

received this year.

system and their
functions and have a face-to-face customer
For Kaylan Morris, the
opportunity to work in

experience. “It was a truly wonderful experience
to get my feet wet,” he said.

the Information Systems
(IS) Department

Conversely, attending to customers was a

dovetailed well with her

key feature of Fatimah Baksh’s job. Her

passion for technology.

interactions at the Eastern Distribution

The Cybersecurity major

Area provided a “comprehensive amount of

at the University of

knowledge” of the Commission’s operations

Tampa came into T&TEC

and, as she gained confidence, this improved

“with a strong sense of

over time. Ms. Baksh’s degree – Geography

purpose and with the

and Environmental and Natural Resource

goal of expanding [her] knowledge of the IT

Management – and her knowledge and interest

world.” Building computers from the ground

in environmental sustainability came to the

up allowed her to develop her problem solving
skills and gain a better appreciation of computer
hardware and the operation of an enterprise
system. She found that visiting other T&TEC
offices also helped to make an overall enjoyable
and inspiring journey.

Tariq Mayers’ time at Distribution North gave
him an appreciation of the functions of an
Area Office within the T&TEC structure. He is
currently at the University of the West Indies
(UWI) reading for a BSc. degree in Physics with
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fore when she observed paper being wasted

learning to follow instructions and health and

and decided to do something about it. “I

safety rules, punctuality and respect “are far

was empowered to upcycle waste paper into

more important than any bit of engineering

stationery holders,” she said, adding that her

information taught.” When she completes

co-workers joined in the ‘movement’ with other

her BSc in Electro-Mechanical Engineering

ideas, like reusing writing paper, which was

Technology from Alcorn State University, USA

encouraging.

she has plans to continue her family legacy by
developing “low cost, durable materials and

Another student with an acute interest in

machines”, and sustainable, “green technology”

the environment was Maia Forde, who

in electricity supply.

will be entering the
final year of her Civil

As can be expected, not all vacation employees

with Environmental

were assigned to a department directly linked

Engineering degree at the

to their area of study, but by most accounts,

UWI. At the Transmission

the students gained invaluable experience,

Division, she was “very

developed interpersonal, analytical, teamwork

curious to see what the

and customer service skills and generally

Commission had in place

expanded their skills set.

to preserve the preexisting environment

This was the experience of Jael Clarke, who

while continuing to do

worked in Distribution Tobago. Although she

what is needed” to carry

is pursuing a double major

on its mandate. While Ms. Forde had a light

degree in Environmental

workload due to her Supervisor’s busy schedule,

Science and Natural

she was still able to “shadow” engineers

Resource Management,

and was shown the inner workings of the

and Geography from the

transmission substations from Port of Spain to

UWI, her time was spent

Point Lisas.

in the administration office
doing filing, record keeping,

Working at T&TEC is not only about circuit

shadowing other employees,

breakers and transformers, as Sarah-Joy

operating as the receptionist

Romain learned.

and answering queries.

A true T&TEC

“I was able to acquire

child (her

knowledge and a greater appreciation on [how]

grandfather,

consumers obtain electricity and the different

father and two

features and processes that are associated with

brothers all

the organisation.”

worked at the
Commission),

We wish success to these students as they

and although

continue on their academic journeys in the

her assignment

pursuit of their goals. We hope that their

at the Southern

experiences and relationships will serve them

Distribution Area

positively in the future.

kept her away
from the engineering hubs, she was still able
to earn her “stripes”. According to Ms. Romain,
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Illuminations cross the 400 mark
Parliament, Maxie Cuffie and
T&TEC’s Deputy Chairman,
Glenford Cyrille, handed over
the new lighting infrastructure.
The upgrade also included a
“bonus” of three new highefficiency Light Emitting Diode
(LED) street lights for the car
park. According to Mr. Cyrille,
the newly lit car park will
improve visibility and security
and, “provide much needed
environmental and cost-saving
benefits” over the regular high
pressure sodium street lights.”
Minister Robert Le Hunte flips the switch for the lights to the Todds Road Recreation
Ground, joined by (l-r) Councillor John Lezama; Local Government Elections
Candidate Rachel Bisson; MP for La Horquetta/Talparo, Maxie Cuffie; T&TEC’s
Deputy Chairman, Glenford Cyrille and Alderman Candida Pathron.

Two days later, on August
8, lights at the Valencia
Recreation Ground were
switched on to a lively

On August 6, the Todds

Senator the Honourable Robert

celebration that included

Road Recreation Ground in

Le Hunte reiterated to the

performances by residents

Caparo became the 400th

audiences the importance

and calypsonians Johnny

facility nationwide and the

of the investments “by the

King and Patch. Mr. Cyrille

62nd in the Couva/Tabaquite/

people of Trinidad and Tobago

told residents of T&TEC’s

Talparo region to receive

into [your] community”.

“ongoing and responsive” work

an illumination upgrade.

He urged responsible use

in the area and highlighted

The milestone was followed

of the lights saying, at Palo

a project to divert 30 poles

by similar upgrades to the

Seco, “we would be happy

and overhead conductors

Valencia and Palo Seco

if you’re here every night

from the Valencia Junction to

recreation grounds in August,

until midnight, but what we

the North Oropouche area to

bringing the total number of

don’t want is the ground to

facilitate the construction of

illuminated recreational spaces

be empty with the lights on”.

the Toco highway. He added

(grounds, parks and courts) to

President of the No. 9 Road

that, in response to the needs

402. Each facility was outfitted

Community Development

of residents in Mora Trace

with new, high output sporting

Committee, Ms. Denise Jones

and Tattoo Trace over 160

lights courtesy T&TEC’s Public

reassured him that they had a

lights and poles were being

Lighting Department and the

calendar of events that would

installed. Other speakers

Ministry of Public Utilities.

see the space full utilised.

included Nicolette Duke, Acting
Permanent Secretary, who
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The three projects carry a

At Todds Road, residents

total value of $3.6 million and

were similarly grateful when

the Minister of Public Utilities,

Minister Le Hunte, Member of

spoke on behalf of the Minister
of Public Utilities, and Glenda
Jennings-Smith, Member of

WATTS HAPPENING
Minister Robert Le
Hunte, flanked by
T&TEC Chairman
Keith Sirju, MP for
La Brea, Nicole
Olivierre, Councillor
Christine Neptune
and Parliamentary
Secretary, Ministry
of Public Utilities,
Adrian Leonce, are
joined by happy
residents of Palo
Seco at the #9
Road Recreation
Ground.

Parliament for Toco/Sangre

Public Utilities, Adrian Leonce.

extend the electricity supply to

Grande.

At this function, Chairman,

Carapal Road, Erin.

Keith Sirju, shared some
The final of the three
ceremonies took place on
August 28 at the Number
9 Road Recreation Ground,
Palo Seco. It was the first
Acting PS for the
Ministry of Public
Utilities, Nicolette
Duke and MP
for Toco/Sangre
Grande Glenda
Jennings-Smith
unveil the plaque
at the Valencia
Recreation
Ground. Looking
on from l-r are
Alderman Cuthbert
Pierre; Councillor
Paul Mongolas;
Alderman Daneille
Marshall-Piper;
T&TEC Deputy
Chairman Glenford
Cyrille; Chairman of
the Sangre Grande
Corporation,
Terry Rondon;
Councillor Simone
Gill and T&TEC
Commissioner
Clifford Campbell.

illumination ceremony
attended by the newlyappointed Parliamentary
Secretary in the Ministry of

developmental projects which
demonstrated that “even
with limited capital, T&TEC
remains committed to building
our nation community by
community.” He spoke of a
system upgrade to address
low voltage issues at St.

To mark the conclusion of each
function, a ceremonial plaque
was unveiled, followed by the
switching on of the lights.
Residents celebrated with a
‘first match’ played under new
lights.

Francis Village, Erin and the
installation of over 60 poles to
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A celebration of Emancipation

This fashionably-dressed lady
was among thousands who
came out in regal splendour for
the Emancipation Day parade.

The annual Emancipation Day parade in Port of

in ebb as well. Less than 100 people occupied

Spain is a favourite for photographers looking to

the chairs set out in the street and on the

capture people resplendent in traditional African

Brian Lara Promenade. By 9:00 a.m., after the

wear but, for a participant, the experience is

proclamation had been read and the formalities

more than pretty pictures. Annabelle Brasnell

were well underway, the crowd had swelled

shares.

considerably, as spectators and groups awaited
the start of the parade from the Promenade to

Six hours in, on Frederick Street surrounded by

the Savannah, via Piccadilly Street. By noon,

a mass of bodies and with the noon sun glaring

a wave of bodies washed up Frederick Street,

overhead, I acknowledged that I had never truly

spilling onto the sidewalk, buoyed by afrocentric

celebrated emancipation. My annual pilgrimage

music blasting from trucks. This was where the

to the Lidje Yasu Omawale Emancipation Village

epiphany occurred; it was truly a celebration.

at the Queen’s Park Savannah was undoubtedly
inadequate. There, the energy of the crowd

African heritage and culture were on display

always seemed to be more of an ebb than a

in various forms, most notably in fashion, and

flow and was muted. Focus also seemed more

the joy was palpable. Voices raised in chorus

on commerce than culture.

and celebrants chipped to the rhythms of wellloved songs like Ella Andall’s Power of Love
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On Emancipation day, the early morning (6:30

and Rhythm; Singing Sandra’s Voices from the

a.m.) audience viewing the re-enactment of

Ghetto; Bro Resistance’s Ring the Bell; David

the emancipation proclamation at the Treasury

Rudder’s High Mas and afrocentric covers of

Building on Independence Square seemed to be

popular traditional hymns.

WATTS HAPPENING

Spiritual Baptist devotee Chantelle Veronique says a prayer
for the nation.

Dressed like an African king.

The morning had started on a more sombre

own spirituality”. She urged that Emancipation

note though.

be also used as an occasion to escape from such
fears.

Around 4:00 a.m a small group of mainly
officials and spiritual leaders gathered at All

Later in the morning Springer played the role

Stars’ pan yard on Piccadilly Street to start

of an elderly slave in an excerpt from her play

the day with prayer. Led by cultural activist

“Freedom Morning come”, a partial retelling

and playwright, Eintou Pearl Springer, their

of the emancipation story. Interspersed with

intonations carried through the early morning

dance, song and ancestral veneration, the

air as they walked back to the Promenade,

piece highlighted the perspectives of various

stopping at specific points to pour libation. At

factions of society including the enslaved,

the Yuroba village square opposite the Besson

the plantocracy, free persons and the State,

Street Police Station, the only remaining marker

represented by Governor George Hill who read

of Yuroba Town—so named because of the large

the emancipation proclamation. In the main,

Yoruba speaking population resident there

the dialogue examined the harsh realities of the

from the 19th century—Springer recalled the

life of the enslaved, including the generational,

tradition of hiding African Gods behind Christian

psychological impact of physical brutality; rape;

facades to fool enslavers into thinking their

families forcibly separated; acts of infanticide

charges had converted. She acknowledged

to spare children the horror of a life in

however, that contemporary practitioners of

enslavement; concerns about the loss of African

African religions have stripped away the veneer

traditions; disguising girls as boys to escape the

of Christianity and claim their ancestral rituals,

gaze of overseers and owners; erosion of the

“even our obeah.” But, she also encouraged

masculinity of African men unable to protect

people to stop being afraid of the word “obeah”

their women; moments stolen to practise

as it came from the belief system of the Akan,

traditional music and religion and enslavers

Ashanti and Coromantee people and was a

fear of the Orishas and their killing of African

source of protection in wars. It was hated

spiritualists to quell rebellions.

by the enslavers because of the strength it
invoked and, Springer noted, Africans, “in their

The street parade’s spectacle of colour and

ignorance, adopted the white man’s fear of their

pageantry was cathartic, coming after the
emotion stirred up by the play.
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The Lidj Yasu Omowale emancipation village

Concorde in Point a Pierre and La Lagasse in

is named for a founding member of the

Diego Martin, owned by Francis Peschier and

Emancipation Support Committee (ESC) who

Jostin Goffery respectively.

“proudly lived his entire life behind the bridge”
in East Port of Spain. A librarian by training, he

Such sober messages seem to receive less

was dedicated to learning and the acquisition

attention than the popular aspects of fashion,

of knowledge. Aptly, the village features poster

food and music, but they are integral to the

installations with the biographies of key local

commemoration of Emancipation, if similar

and international African activists and high

atrocities are never to be repeated.

achievers. At the ESC’s booth, the “ending
anoniminity” display brought into focus the
reality of the
transatlantic
trade by
showing where
ships originated,
the area/
country where
they purchased
humans, the

Lidj Yasu
Omowale,
after whom the
Emancipation
Village is named.

number of
enslaved that
embarked and
the number that
disembarked. It also sought to acknowledge the
personhood of the enslaved by listing names
and ages of some persons on local plantations-

Two women with a
contemporary take
on African fashion.

Members of Capoeira Senzala, demonstrate
Capoeira, an Afro-Brazilian martial art, in the street.
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T&TEC at NAMDEVCO exhibition
T&TEC participated in an exhibition hosted
by the National Agricultural Marketing and
Development Corporation, NAMDEVCO, on
July 19, as part of their annual HSE Week
activities. The event took place at Namdevco’s
Head Office at the Debe market, and T&TEC’s
booth attracted a steady stream of visitors
eager to know more about electricity safety,
conservation, payment options, disaster
preparedness and its other services. The team
from the Commission’s Health Safety and
Environment Department led by Wahid Abdool
included Inspectors Nakeisha Noel, Christopher
Holder and Terrance Moore. Visitors were

customers left motivated to switch to the energy

particularly interested in the demonstrative

efficient CFL bulbs and to take advantage of the

usage of the compact florescent light (CFL)

many options provided.

bulbs and the incandescent bulbs. Several

More help from Call
Centre employees
In December 2018, Kathy-Ann Cyrus was left to
take care of her five grandchildren following the
tragic passing of their mother. After reaching out
to the family earlier this year and asking colleagues
to support their effort (see Watts Happening, JanMarch 2019), employees from the Call Centre made
good on their promise to continue their assistance.
These photos show some of the items donated by
employees from various departments at T&TEC.
Thanks to their generosity, the family received
paper covered school books, shoes, stationery and
grocery items, to help with the children’s entry into
the new school year.
Trouble Report Dispatcher II, J’leise Orr, who
co-ordinated the exercise said that they intend to
continue to support the family in the future. “Thanks
to all those who contributed. The items were well
received by Ms. Cyrus and her family.”
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EAW looks toward the future

The new Central Executive members being sworn in.

After 58 years as an

performances in their core

Following those words of

electrical advocate, the

functions.

encouragement, feature
speaker, Toco community and

T&TEC-sponsored Electrical
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cultural activist, Lisa-Marie

Association for Women (EAW)

Referring to the conference

continues to enthusiastically

theme ‘Reflecting on our

pursue its mandate to educate

past to guide our journey

and empower women on the

into the future’, Ms. Nichols

safe use of electricity. At the

encouraged members to

Association’s 50th Conference

ensure that mistakes are

on June 29, President of the

not repeated and to remain

EAW, Cherry-Ann Nichols,

steadfast in acquiring their

The conference agenda

reaffirmed this commitment

future goals. “No organisation

also included reports from

saying “the Association

stands without teething

Treasurer and Auditor,

remains steadfast in achieving

problems,” she said, as

Jenny Moren Rawle and the

its goals, despite the

she reminded members of

installation of Officers for the

struggles.”

why they became part of

2019-2020 term. Carmen

the organisation. “It’s not

Nedd, a former member of

The Conference, which was

about winning awards but

the EAW, was inducted as an

held at the Guaico Government

about reaching out to our

Honorary Member. Ms. Nedd,

Secondary School, drew a

communities.” One outcome

of the Tobago Branch, served

large member turnout from

from their efforts, she noted,

the Association for over 30

its nine Branches. In addition

was the establishment of the

years. T&TEC was represented

to receiving an account of the

youth arm of the Association

by Corporate Communications

Association’s performance over

over the past year which, it is

Manager, Annabelle Brasnell

the past year, members were

hoped, will inject new life into

and Usha Ramcharan, Senior

recognised for exceptional

the EAW.

Corporate Communications

Thomas, also encouraged
the ladies to continue to be
positive and patient and not
let negative experiences
impact on their progress.
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June George, of the Arima Branch, collects the
trophy for placing third in the Collin Matthews
Award competition from Senior Corporate
Communications Assistant, Usha Ramcharan.

Jasmine Wharton and Joan Sansavior of the
Ms. Ramcharan presents Mary Greene of the
Sangre Grande Branch with the 2nd place trophy, Port of Spain Branch, with the 1st place trophy
and challenge trophy for the Stanley P. Ottley
Stanley P. Ottley Award.
Award.

Assistant and EAW Liaison

was the Siparia Branch, while

Point Fortin Branches placing

Officer.

the Arima Branch placed third.

second and third, respectively.

The Collin Matthews Award

The Stanley P. Ottley Award

The evening ended on a

for Community Service saw

for Excellence, which looked

lighter note with dinner and

several outreach initiatives

at members’ attendance

entertainment and memories

undertaken by Branches

at meetings, fund-raising

of a common cause by the

over the past year. Among

activities, information

EAW sisterhood.

the beneficiaries of these

programmes, reporting and

activities were four community

membership growth, was won

centres and a primary school

by the Port of Spain Branch,

in Arima; the women of the

with the Sangre Grande and

Trinity Cathedral, Port of
Spain; and rural communities
in Palo Seco, San Francique,
Woodland and Erin. It was
the Sangre Grande Branch
however, with its project
titled “Building Bridges” that
took the first place trophy
in this competition. They
gained top spot by partnering
with other organisations,
like the Unemployment
Relief Programme and the
T&T Federation of Women’s
Institute, in combined
outreach efforts to build
relations. Taking second place

Some prospective members of the EAW’s youth arm were also in attendance.
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‘Eastside’ hosts annual vacation
pan camp
Since 2009, the children of the Belle Garden

Muir said, “some of them might even become

community, Tobago, have enjoyed a PAN-tastic

members of the band.”

July-August vacation, thanks to an annual pan
camp organised by the T&TEC New Eastside
Dimension Steel Orchestra.

The Eastside pan camp was held from July
8 to 31. In addition to instructions on the
national instrument, the young people were

With funding provided by the Tobago House

provided with lunches, had field trips, given

of Assembly’s (THA) Division of Education,

lessons in remedial reading and writing and

Innovation and Energy, the Eastside 2019

were visited weekly by guidance counsellors

camp of 40 children, ages 7 to 15, learnt

from the Division’s Student Support Services.

about the elements of pan playing and music

Mr. Quashie explained that it was more than

literacy. Rennison Quashie, Senior Multicultural

just playing the pan, participants were taught

Coordinator at the Division, who managed

to develop life skills by “applying the discipline

three pan camps in Tobago this year, said

of pan-playing to life and school.” The camp

the initiative was “fundamentally designed to

experience was “used as an alternative to

enable children to learn a skill even while at

uncivil behaviour.”

play, and to enjoy a more meaningful vacation
experience.”

The last day of the Eastside camp was
an achievement day. Performances by

Band manager, Joycelyn Blackman-Muir

participants, from the three THA pan camps,

coordinated the camp, recruiting many

drew praise from family and friends, residents

participants from within the community. She

from the community and officials from the

said that the camp was so popular that several

Division. The three weeks of fun, learning and

past participants returned to build on what

fellowship ended on a high note with each

they had learned. “It is a good way for them to

person receiving a certificate of participation.

spend their spare holiday time,” Mrs. Blackman-

The children of
Belle Garden,
Tobago,
participated in
another successful
camp hosted
by T&TEC New
Eastside Dimension
steel orchestra.
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More Estate Constables for
Security Department
A new batch of Estate

‘protect the Commission’s

comprising 10 females and 9

Constable Recruits (ECRs)

assets, and ensure a safe and

males, began preparations to

joined the ranks of T&TEC’s

secure environment for its

write the Trinidad and Tobago

Security Department at the

staff and customers in a cost

Police Training Academy’s

end of July, after interviews

effective manner.’ Led by

supplemental police precept

and psychometric testing.

senior ranking officers of the

examinations. Following a

The ECRs, once temporary

Security Department, including

prescribed syllabus of 20

employees, had opted to take

Assistant Head of Security,

headings for Estate Constables

advantage of vacant positions

Kimrajh Ramoutar; Inspector

Recruits 2019, they were

in the Security Department.

Administration, Samlal

drilled by internal facilitators

Their status with the

Sookoo; Inspector South-

on various sections of the

Commission will be converted

Operations, Ottis Mills and

Supplemental Police Service

from temporary to permanent

Inspector North-Operations,

Act, Police Service Act,

when they are precepted.

Harrilal Ramdewar, the ECRs

Larceny Act and other relevant

learnt, inter alia, about post

legislation. The intense time

orders for gate sentries, work

table covered topics such

safety, attire and dress, patrol

as powers of arrest, witness

orders and station diaries.

examinations, patrol, Criminal

They were subsequently

Prosecution and Process, the

assigned to the Commission’s

Summary Offences Act and

four Distribution Areas in

the Firearms Act. The training

Trinidad and other locations,

was held at the Training

including Head Office and Mt.

Room, Central Distribution

Hope.

Area, Couva. Following the

From orientation on June 6,
the latest intake of ECRs were
immersed in the techniques,
appearance and discipline
of their new para-military
functions. According to William
Douglas, Head - Security,
“the first session set the
stage for ECRs to understand

successful completion of in-

their roles in support of the
Department’s mission to

From July 15 to 26, the ECRs,

house and precept training,
on August 10 the ECRs wrote
the precept examinations.
Successful candidates will be
made Estate Constables.
Seven more estate constable
recruits entered the Security
Department on September
9, 2019 and are expected
to complete their training in
November.
Some of the security recruits who took
up duties at locations around T&TEC.
Back row, Adam Williams (Dist. North),
Anushika Maraj (Head Office), Adrian
Deoraj (Dist. East), Geannti Cindy Mills
(Mt. Hope), Wendy Pakeerah-Baksh
(Dist. East) and Patrice Sobero (Dist.
North).
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High electricity bills may not be
due to a faulty meter
Higher than normal electricity bills sometimes prompt consumers to think they have a faulty meter.
But a more likely reason is electricity wastage that the homeowner is not even aware of. T&TEC
advises customers to first conduct a home energy audit to eliminate any other problems. Follow
these guidelines to get you started:
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Employee update

Appointments, Promotions, Moving On and Accomplishments

PROMOTIONS
NAME						POSITION				AREA/DEPARTMENT
Adesh Seemungal				Crew Supervisor				Distribution East
Aidan Lum					Revenue Accounts Officer		Chief Accountant
Allan Beharry					Jointer ‘A’				Distribution North
Amrish Maywalal				Linesman ‘A’				Transmission Maintenance
Andy Charles					

Communications Technician I		

Protect & Scada

Anil Rambhajan 					Software Developer I			Information Systems
Ann-Marie Thompson				Accounting Assistant			Chief Accountant
Aveilia Thomas					Customer Service Officer			Commercial Department
Bisham Sam					Meter Inspector				Distribution South
Brian James					Senior Cable Supervisor			Transmission Maintenance
Camille Mohammed				

Driver – Aerial Lift Truck			

Distribution North

Charisse Ryan					HR Specialist III				Human Resources Department
David Guillen					Mechanic ‘C’				Distribution Tobago
Dwayne Alleyne					Budget Officer				Chief Accountant
Errol Bartholomew				Climber/Line Clearer			Distribution North
Gaiatree Dilraj-Bobb				

Senior Software Developer II		

Information Systems

Gemma Charles-Lawrence			Subsection Leader			Commercial
Harikrishnan Sreekumar				Systems Analyst II			Information Systems
Hayden Ross					Systems Analyst I			Information Systems
Hemchand Sooknanan				Jointer ‘B’				Distribution South
Ian Arjoon					Mechanic ‘A’				Distribution Central
Indar Persad					Crew Supervisor				Distribution East
Ivor Phillip					

Senior Supervisor – Trans. & Dist.

Distribution Central

Jada Murray					Administrative Assistant III		Transmission Maintenance
Jaime Bhual					Subsection Leader			Distribution East
Jasinda Lee Hing-Gurran				

Human Resources Assistant		

Human Resources Department

Joel De Riggs					

Assistant Cable Supervisor 		

Distribution North

Jonathan Hinkson 				Section Leader				Technical Division
Jonelle Phillips-Lewis				Section Leader 				Distribution South
Kaleem Mohammed				Quality Control Officer			Supplies Department
Madho Gosein					

Driver – Aerial Lift Truck			

Distribution North

Marcel Gerald					Jointer ‘A’				Distribution East
Mark Mahabir					

Driver – Aerial Lift Truck			

Distribution North

Mark Moodie					Customer Services Officer		Distribution South
Marlon Pitt					Electrician ‘A’				Distribution Tobago
Nafeesa Khan					Engineer I				Supplies Department
Narendra Biptah					Senior Engineer				Public Lighting
Nasib Mohammed				

Meter & Rel Tech II-In-Training		

Protect & Scada

Navin Rampersad				Engineer I				Communications Department
Navindra Kissoon				

Engineer I				

Trans. Dev. & Eng. Services

Neal Joseph 					Jointer ‘C’				Transmission Maintenance
Neil Rambally					

Salaries and Wages Supervisor		

Chief Accountant

Nichelle Jagdeo					System Analyst I			Information Systems
Nickel James					Engineer I				Supplies
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Employee update

Appointments, Promotions, Moving On and Accomplishments

Nicole Childs					Accountant Assistant			Chief Accountant
Oumardath Maharaj				

Assistant Cable Supervisor		

Distribution North

Purdy Gouveia					

Technical Assistant III			

System Planning and Research

Radikha Bharati					Accountant III – I.A.			Internal Audit
Richard Davis					Jointer ‘A’				Transmission Maintenance
Russel Graham 					Systems Analyst II			Information Systems
Sanjeet Soogrim Ram				

Driver – Dist. Line Truck			

Distribution North

Sanjeev Rasul					

Met & Rel Tech II – In-Train		

Protect & Scada

Shane Harry					Software Developer II			Information Systems Department
Sheldon Joseph					Linesman ‘A’ (Hotline)			Distribution Central
Shevon Williams 				Software Developer I			Information Systems			
Sunil Ramdeo					Assistant Cable Supervisor		Transmission Maintenance
Susan Pooran-Churaman 			

Technical Assistant III			

Communications Department

Trevis Tobas					Jointer ‘C’				Transmission Maintenance
Trevor Babwah					

Sys Plan & Research Manager 		

System Planning and Research

Troy Renn					

Dr - Lr. Ldr./Lift Comb.			

Supplies Department

Vashti Bahal-Choon				

Administrative Assistant III		

Distribution Central

Verne Singh					Jointer ‘A’				Distribution North
Yvette Bobb					

Manager – Pension & Investment		

Pensions & Investments Dept.

DEPARTURE
NAME						POSITION				AREA/DEPARTMENT
Allan Hugh Fournillier				Chainman				Distribution East
Anthony Mark					Trans. L/Lry.Ldr/B/Lft. Comb		Distribution North
Ashook Pragg					Crew Supervisor				Distribution Central
Brian Millington					Crew Supervisor				Distribution East
Carl Alleyne					

Driver – Class 5 Vehicle			

Distribution North

Chandrawatie Hosein-Rambarran			Senior Clerk				Distribution East
Christopher Edwards				Crew Supervisor				Distribution South
Daryl Thorne					Mechanic ‘A’				Distribution South
Deonath Beharry				

Senior Supervisor Trans. & Dist.		

Transmission Maintenance

Esau Stoute					Meter Reader				Distribution Central
Imtiaz Mohammed				Hotline Supervisor			Distribution Central
Julien Lewis 					Linesman ‘C’				Distribution East
Kenneth Phillip					Assistant Cable Supervisor		Distribution North
Louis Jack					Estate Corporal				Security-Distribution Tobago
Maxwell Williams				Crew Supervisor				Distribution Tobago
Michael Deonarine				

Driver – Aerial Lift Truck			

Distribution East

Parass Ramlogan				Estate Sergeant				Security-Distribution East
Peter Dookeran					Linesman ‘C’				Distribution South
Phillip Barker					Section Leader 				Distribution South
Ramdeo Singh					

Driver – Vehicle <25000 Lbs.		

Distribution South

Robert Glasgow					Driver – Fork Lift			Supplies Department
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Cricket action in Central
In the end, Mt Hope and Central Sports Clubs
both finished with eight points (4 wins and 1
loss each), with Mt Hope being declared victor
because of their superior run rate.

Central Area’s bowler Rajin Kungebeharry won
the Most Valuable Player title for his 3 wickets.

The results were as follows:

1st Place
- Mt. Hope ‘A’

2nd Place
– Central Area Sports and Cultural Club

3rd Place
Most Valuable Player - Rajin Kungebeharry

A sunny Saturday in June turned out to be
perfect for a day of cricket. When the six teams
assembled at the Central Area Sports Club on
June 29 for the General Sports and Cultural
Club’s 7-a-side windball cricket competition,
little did they know they were in for a day of
exciting action.

The competition was in a round robin format
with each team playing against each other and
the team emerging with the most points being
the champions. Tensions ran high all day as the
Penal Training Facility and the Mt Hope, Eastern,
Northern and Central Sports Clubs all closely
vied for the top spot.
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– Northern Area Sports Club
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LETTERS

The following are excerpts of some letters, emails and messages that have been received
over the last quarter. Correspondence may have been edited for length or clarity.

July 17, 2019
Mr. Kelvin Ramsook
General Manager
T&TEC
Dear Mr. Ramsook,
The Ministry of Social
Development and Family
Services wishes to express
heartfelt thanks and gratitude
to the Trinidad and Tobago
Electricity Commission, and
more specifically, Mr. Denroy
Peters (Senior Supervisor)
and his team* who deenergised the electricity
lines in the vicinity of the
Ministry’s building at 35-41
Queen Street, Port of Spain
on July 7th 2019. Their action
allowed Fire Officers to remove
dislodged and falling concrete
blocks from the front of the
building, allowing them to
operate in a safe environment
and facilitated adherence to
health and safety standards.
The Ministry takes this
opportunity to commend
T&TEC on the swift response
to this emergency, and looks
forward to our continued
collaboration in the future.
Respectfully,
Jacinta Bailey-Sobers
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Social Development
and Family Services
*The crew included Richard
Seenath, Hotline Supervisor;
Daniel Lively, Linesman ‘A’

Hotline; Devin Mc Vorran,
Linesman ‘B’ Hotline; Sheva
Bridgelal, Linesman ‘B’
Hotline; Andy Ramkissoon,
Driver - Aerial Lift Truck
and Mordecai La Cario, Dr Vehicles < 25,000 Lbs.

Mr. Khameez Rahaman of
Mandingo Road, Princes Town,
reported an outage via the
T&TEC Mobile App. T&TEC
responded, via the app, that
a crew would be dispatched,
and with an apology for any
inconvenience caused. The
following was Mr. Rahaman’s
response:
Good Afternoon, this is the
first time I have ever gotten
such quick and efficient
service from any state owned
company. Thank you very
much, to you and all your
team members.
Editor’s Note:
According to Valline Jacob,
Distribution South Engineer
II, Emergency and Hotline
sections, the incident was
a ‘No Supply to Area’ which
was received on August 12
at 1:53 p.m. The responding
crew of Carlos Joseph, Acting
Crew Supervisor; Wade Mc
Millian and Devon Henry,
Linesmen ‘B’ and Alan Gunpat,
Driver Vehicles < 25,000 Lbs.
reached on site within one
hour of the call and restored
supply to the customer at 3:05
p.m.

August 9, 2019
Mr. Keith Sirju
Chairman
T&TEC
Dear Mr. Sirju
On behalf of the staff and
residents at the Centre for
Socially Displaced Persons, the
Society would like to express
its gratitude for T&TEC’s
assistance in trying to solve
the longstanding problem of
low voltage at the Centre.
We must commend the prompt
action and courteous service
afforded by your General
Manager, Kelvin Ramsook,
[Engineers] Neil Sooknanan
and Ravi Gajadharsingh and
[Senior Supervisor], Kishan
Jaggan, who responded to our
pleas for help. We are now
much closer to resolving this
issue, having determined that
the capacity of the internal
transformer remains the
problem. I am forwarding
a copy of this letter to the
Chairman of NIPDEC who, I
am hoping, will work with you
to help transform the lives
of more than 100 current
residents of the facility.
Yours faithfully
Rudolph Boneo
National President
Society of St. Vincent de Paul
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